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December 2018
A highlight of crimes solved with the
help of 3SI’s GPS Tracking Technology

Amount
Recovered Summary
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
Full
Recovery
3 arrests
$548
2 arrests
$500
2 arrests
$14,000
2 arrests
$13,400
5 arrests
$10,386
1 arrest

Tobacco Tracker™ - Winnipeg, MB - Dec 1
A lone suspect robbed a convenience store for cigarettes. Tobacco Tracker automatically alerted
police who tracked and apprehended the suspect. All of the merchandise was recovered and
returned to the store.
Asset Tracker™ - Humble, TX - Dec 2
Three suspects entered a big-box retailer and stole merchandise. Asset Tracker helped police track
the suspects to a nearby residence where they were taken into custody. A full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Winston Salem, NC - Dec 3
Two suspects robbed a bank teller. GPS enabled police to track, apprehend the suspects, and
recover the stolen cash. A full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Houston, TX - Dec 3
Two suspects robbed a phone store of cash and a Cash Tracker. Police used the tracking data from
the Device to locate the suspects. Both suspects were apprehended and a full recovery was made.
Phone Tracker™ - Kent, WA - Dec 3
Two suspects robbed a wireless store and fled. GPS enabled police to track the suspects who
traveled a couple of miles before becoming stationary. Once stopped, police moved in and
recovered all of the stolen merchandise and apprehended the two suspects.
Phone Tracker™ - Raytown, MO - Dec 4
Five armed suspects robbed a wireless store and fled with the stolen merchandise. Police
were alerted and tracked the group using GPS. All of the suspects were apprehended and the
merchandise was returned to the store.
Cash Tracker™ - Wauwatosa, WI - Dec 4
A lone suspect robbed a credit union teller of cash. Police used the tracking data from the Device to
locate the suspect. The suspect was apprehended and a full recovery was made.

At least 91 Criminals Caught and Over $942K Recovered!
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Amount
Recovered Summary
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
$1,147
1 arrest
$38,828
2 arrests

$800
1 arrest
$25,000
2 arrests

$7,170
1 arrest
$2,800
1 arrest
$42,310
2 arrests
$7,170

Cash Tracker™ - Orange, CT - Dec 4
A lone suspect robbed a bank, stole cash and fled. Cash Tracker sensed movement and
automatically alerted police who tracked the suspect. The suspect spotted police and quickly fled
the area by car, but then panicked and attempted to flee on foot. After a short pursuit, the suspect
was apprehended and a full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Gresham, OR - Dec 4
A suspect robbed a local bank. Police tracked the suspect using GPS and took the individual into
custody. All of the stolen cash was recovered.
Phone Tracker™ - San Ysidro, CA - Dec 4
Two suspects entered a wireless store and produced a handgun. They ordered all of the
employees and customers onto the floor and forced the manager on duty to open the safe. The
individuals then fled the store with 38 smartphones and a Phone Tracker. The tracker silently
notified police who tracked and apprehended the suspects and recovered all of the stolen
smartphones.
Tobacco Tracker™ - Winnipeg, MB - Dec 5
A suspect robbed a convenience store of cash and cigarettes. Tobacco Tracker alerted police, and
within minutes the suspect was in custody and all of the cigarettes and cash were recovered.
Asset Tracker™ - Beverly Hills, CA - Dec 5
Six suspects robbed a high-end retailer for several luxury handbags. The handbags were outfitted
with Asset Tracker. Police used tracking data from the Devices to locate and apprehend two of
the suspects just a short distance away. While a full recovery was made, there is still an open
investigation to locate the four remaining suspects.
Cash Tracker™ - Las Vegas, NV - Dec 5
A lone suspect presented a demand note to a credit union teller and then fled by vehicle with
the stolen cash. GPS enabled police to track the assailant. When police moved in, the suspect
attempted to flee on foot. A full recovery was made and the suspect was apprehended.
Cash Tracker™ - Toledo, OH - Dec 5
A suspect entered a bank, demanded money, and fled by car. Cash Tracker alerted police who
tracked and apprehended the suspect. A full recovery was made.
PharmaTracker® - San Dimas, CA - Dec 6
Three suspects robbed a pharmacy of narcotics and fled. Police tracked the suspects through
several jurisdictions. Once the car became stationary they moved in and captured two of the three
individuals involved. A search is still underway for the third suspect. A full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Salt Lake City, UT - Dec 6
A suspect robbed a bank of cash and fled. Cash Tracker alerted police, who tracked and located the
vehicle, which the suspect had abandoned along with the stolen merchandise. A full recovery was
made. Police are still searching for the individual involved.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$2,750
1 arrest
$1,200
2 arrests
$1,261
1 arrest
$3,100
1 arrest
$49,000
3 arrests

$500
1 arrest
$64,092
2 arrests
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
$4,206
1 arrest
$30,000
3 arrests

Cash Tracker™ - San Jose, CA - Dec 7
A lone male entered a bank and passed a demand note to a teller. The teller complied and the
suspect fled by vehicle. Police tracked and apprehended the suspect on the highway. All of the cash
was recovered.
Cash Tracker™ - Sacramento, CA - Dec 7
A suspect approached a teller, passed a demand note and stated he was armed. The teller handed
over the cash and the suspect fled into a waiting car. Cash Tracker alerted police who tracked the
suspects to a local department store. Both men were apprehended and a full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Green Castle, PA - Dec 7
A suspect robbed a bank and fled by vehicle. Police were alerted and tracked with GPS. The suspect
was quickly apprehended and all of the money was recovered.
Cash Tracker™ - Rochester, NY - Dec 8
A lone male passed a demand note to a teller and then exited the bank with the cash. Police
tracked and apprehended the suspect when he became stationary. A full recovery was made.
Phone Tracker™ - Fort Worth, TX - Dec 9
Three suspects robbed a wireless store at gunpoint for smartphones and other merchandise and
fled by car. Police used tracking data from the Tracker to locate the suspects. Once the assailants
became stationary police moved in and apprehended them all. All of the stolen property was
recovered from the vehicle.
Phone Tracker™ - Burlington, NJ - Dec 9
A suspect entered a big-box retailer and stole a cell phone. The stolen phone was actually a Phone
Tracker. Police used GPS to pinpoint the assailant's whereabouts. They were able to recover the
stolen phone and return it to the retailer.
Phone Tracker™ - Deerfield, FL - Dec 9
Two suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and stole thousands of dollars worth of
smartphones. Police located the suspects using GPS tracking data. Once on-site, police found four
large bags of stolen goods in the suspect's vehicle. A total of 93 smartphones was recovered.
Tobacco Tracker™ - Winnepeg, MB - Dec 10
A suspect demanded cash from a convenience store clerk and fled. Tobacco Tracker alerted police
who tracked and apprehended the suspect. A full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Anderson, IN - Dec 10
A lone suspect entered a bank, demanded cash from the teller and then fled. Police were
automatically alerted and tracked the suspect using GPS. All of the money was recovered and the
suspect was taken into custody.
Phone Tracker™ - Hyattsville, MD - Dec 11
Three suspects robbed a large wireless retailer of smartphones. The Tracker alerted police and
began tracking. The suspects were quickly apprehended and a full recovery was made.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000
3 arrests
$30,000
3 arrests

$5,100
2 arrests

$1,400
1 arrest

$1,535
1 arrest
$3,790
2 arrests
$2,400
1 arrest

$311,865
1 arrest

$600
2 arrests

Phone Tracker™ - Evanston, WY - Dec 13
Three suspects robbed a large retailer of smartphones. Phone Tracker alerted police and began
tracking. The suspects were located and all of the stolen merchandise was recovered.
Phone Tracker™ - Lithia Springs, GA - Dec 13
Three suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and stole smartphones. The Tracker they
unknowingly added to their bag activated immediately and notified police. Police were on the
scene before the suspects had an opportunity to load their vehicle. All of the stolen merchandise
was recovered and returned to the store, and all three suspects were taken into custody.
Asset Tracker™ - New York, NY - Dec 13
Two suspects robbed a high-end retailer for several handbags. Asset Tracker alerted police who
tracked the two suspects to another borough where police moved in. The suspects attempted to
flee on foot but were taken into custody. All of the merchandise was recovered and returned to the
store.
Cash Tracker™ - District Heights, MD - Dec 15
A lone suspect entered a bank and demanded money from a teller. The teller gave the criminal
cash and a Cash Tracker. Cash Tracker silently notified police who began tracking the individual.
When the suspect became stationary, police moved in. A full recovery was made and the suspect is
in custody.
Cash Tracker™ - Emeryville, CA - Dec 15
A suspect robbed a popular gaming store and fled by vehicle. Police were automatically alerted by
Cash Tracker and quickly tracked down the suspect. The individual was taken into custody and all of
the cash was recovered.
Cash Tracker™ - Richmond, VA - Dec 18
Two suspects entered a store, stole cash and fled. Police tracked and apprehended the suspects. A
full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Live Oak, FL - Dec 20
A suspect entered a bank, handed a demand note to a teller and threatened to shoot. The teller
complied and the suspect fled by vehicle. Cash Tracker silently alerted police who tracked and
apprehended the suspect within minutes of the robbery. All the stolen money was recovered along
with a handgun.
Phone Tracker™ - Marion, IL - Dec 21
Two suspects broke into a wireless store after hours and proceeded to steal hundreds of thousands
of dollars in smartphones. The suspects loaded a rented u-haul truck with all of the stolen
merchandise and fled. Phone Tracker alerted police and enabled them to track the vehicle until it
became stationary. Once stopped, police moved in and captured one of the suspects involved. The
truck was seized, and all of the stolen merchandise was recovered. Police are still searching for the
other suspect.
Cash Tracker™ - Waterbury, CT - Dec 21
Two armed suspects robbed a bank and fled with the stolen cash. Police were alerted and tracked
the suspects using GPS. Both suspects were apprehended and all of the cash was recovered.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$1,280
1 arrest

$3,305
1 arrest
Full
Recovery
1 arrest
$30,000
4 arrests

$15,325
2 arrests
$30,000
4 arrests
$30,000
1 arrest
$1,094
2 arrests
$30,000
1 arrest
$30,000
1 arrest

Cash Tracker™ - West Haven, CT - Dec 21
A male suspect entered a bank and demanded cash. He was given money from one drawer and
went to a second teller, who also gave him the money from her drawer. Each drawer contained
a Cash Tracker. He fled on foot to a house less than two blocks away, where he was tracked to a
garage in the rear. He was quickly taken into custody and a full recovery was made.
Cash Tracker™ - Westland, MI - Dec 23
Two suspects held up a bank and then fled. Cash Tracker automatically alerted police who
immediately began tracking. When police moved in, one of the suspects fled on foot. The other
one was taken into custody. A full recovery was made.
Phone Tracker™ - El Paso, TX - Dec 23
A suspect robbed a wireless store and fled. Police were silently alerted and tracked the assailant
using GPS data. The suspect was apprehended and the smartphones were recovered.
Phone Tracker™ - Calumet, IL- Dec 23
Four suspects robbed a wireless store and fled on foot to a home less than two blocks away
from the location of the crime. When police arrived, two of the suspects attempted to hide in the
basement, while the other two tried to exit out of the back door. Police were able to apprehended
all of the suspects involved. The stolen merchandise was recovered shortly thereafter.
Phone Tracker™ - La Porte, IN - Dec 24
Two suspects robbed a wireless store of smartphones and fled by vehicle. Phone Tracker alerted
Loss Prevention and the police who began tracking. The two suspects were taken into custody and
all of the merchandise was recovered.
Phone Tracker™ - Houston, TX - Dec 25
Fours suspects broke into a popular wireless retail store on Christmas day and stole smartphones.
The Tracker activated, notifying police who were logged into the 3SI system and tracking. Police
were able to locate the criminals less than 20 minutes later. A full recovery was made.
Phone Tracker™ - Atlanta, GA - Dec 26
A lone suspect robbed a big-box retailer of smartphones and other merchandise. Phone Tracker
silently alerted police who tracked and apprehended the suspect within 20 minutes of leaving the
store. All of the merchandise was recovered and returned to the store.
Cash Tracker™ - Houston, TX - Dec 26
Two suspects robbed a local convenience store of cash and fled. Police tracked and apprehended
the suspects once their vehicle became stationary. A full recovery was made.
Phone Tracker™ - Dekalb, IL - Dec 27
A lone suspect robbed a large retailer of smartphones. Phone Tracker alerted police who tracked
and apprehended the suspects. All of the merchandise was recovered.
Phone Tracker™ - Decatur, GA - Dec 28
A suspect robbed a local wireless store of smartphones. Phone Tracker silently alerted Loss
Prevention and police who began tracking. The phones were recovered and the suspect was taken
into custody.
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Amount
Recovered Summary
$30,000

Phone Tracker™ - Chicago, IL - Dec 28
Four suspects robbed a wireless retailer of smartphones and fled. Police used tracking data to
locate the assailants and moved in once the vehicle became stationary. All of the criminals escaped
on foot, leaving the stolen merchandise behind. While all of the property was recovered, police are
still searching for the suspects involved.

$800

Pharma Tracker® - Corinth, ME - Dec 29
A suspect robbed a local pharmacy of narcotics at gunpoint and then fled. Cash Tracker alerted
police who used GPS to locate the individual. All of the stolen merchandise was recovered and the
suspect was captured.

1 arrest
$30,000
1 arrest

Phone Tracker™ - Fresno, CA- Dec 29
A suspect held up a wireless store and made off with several smartphones. Phone Tracker
alerted police who were logged in and tracking. Police used GPS data to recover all of the stolen
merchandise and put the suspect behind bars.
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